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Abstract-  Industrial communications refers to the wide range of hardware and software products and protocols used to 

communicate between standard computer platforms  and devices used in industrial automation applications. There are 

many standard industrial communication protocols with their own features applied in diversification industrial 

automation applications. The development of Ethernet technique is very popular in industrial control system. Ethernet 

technology is becoming more popular in industrial applications. Higher speeds, more data transfer within a shorter 

amount of time, and a reliable, long lasting solution will be the focus for many industrial applications. Based on the open-

architecture of Ethernet embedded controller, the information exchanges of the different fieldbus devices can be easily 

designed into an embedded controller, which can help the control engineer to achieve the objective of automation devices 

with multi-function and flexibility in the applications.  The cornerstone of interoperability is a standard communications 

protocol. At first glance, standard Ethernet might seem a perfect solution for industrial network communications because 

it is an open, proven, cost-effective, world-wide standard that's easy to implement and use. EtherNet/IP is the most 

mature and reliable Ethernet network available for industrial automation applications. The high speed of network 

protocol allows it to be used in applications where other networks fall short. Eventually, some industrial protocol 

communications are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed Ethernet embedded gateway controller.  This 

paper explains the important factors that should be taken into account why Ethernet/IP is the backbone of the Common 

Industrial protocol. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The progress of a society largely depends upon its intellectual manpower, industrial development, availability of 

information and knowledge and the extent of their use. In modern Industries, many devices are controlled by 

Computer technology i.e. embedded systems. Industrial communication refers to the wide range of hardware and 

software products and protocols used to communicate between standard computer platforms and devices used in 

industrial automation applications. The focus of this paper is on artifacts which are protocols. Protocol is  derived 

from the  Greek word which means protocol Lon i.e  Homogenous and Heterogeneous Communication  

 

� Homogenous - > standard way of communication  by which similar network can communicate 

� Heterogeneous - > standard way of communication  by which dissimilar network can communicate 

Protocol is the basic mechanism for transmitting information and for the receiver to detect the presence of any 

transmission errors. Protocol is an agreement, guideline or rule  between user and interface. There are 

communications many protocols that require sophisticated hardware and software to ensure to robust, reliable, and 

sometimes real-time operation. These industrial network protocols referred as fieldbus. The fieldbus communication 

protocols are based on the OSI (Open System Interconnect) seven layer communication model. With Industrial 

protocol automation agent communicate reliably from control section to execution section and back. 

 

Industrial network protocols include EtherNet/IP, Ethernet Powerlink, EtherCAT, Modbus-TCP, Profinet, SERCOS 

III, and the list is still growing. How do we select an industrial  protocol that is future-proof and meets our unique 

requirements?  In the beginning, factories contained a labyrinth of mechanical linkages. Through marvels of 

mechanical engineering, they were optimized to improve factory output. Then someone replaced a few linkages with 

electronics to herald a new era for manufacturing control.  
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Point-to-point wiring created new complexity, and was quickly replaced with a field-bus approach. Many 

manufacturers now implement hybrid Ethernet and field-bus networks in and between factories, to interconnect 

devices ranging from small hand-held controllers, assembly robots, programmable logic controllers, to large data 

storage nodes and centralized operations control centers.  

 

During this evolution, industry created its own unique approaches and protocols to solve its own unique problems. 

However, industrial network protocols are rapidly converging and adopting ideas from other areas, such as 

telecommunications and networking.  

II. APPLICATION OF INDUSTRIAL PROTOCOLS 

• Home (family type): climate control to include heating, ventilation, air conditioning; visual comfort to 

cover artificial lighting, control of day light; safety services such as fire alarm, and emergency sound 

system; security protection; control of utilities such as power, gas, water supply, etc.; internal transportation 

systems to mention lifts, escalators, etc. 

 

• Power & Heavy Industries : Boiler controller, Nuclear Guages Interfaces, Hot Roll Mill (HRM), Cold Roll 

Mill, Pressure Scale, Automatic Gas shutter controller, Pressure valve, Turbine Controller, High Power 

Grid and Transformer controller, Fuel Feeder, Poisonous Gas Analyser, Radio Active Fuel feeder, Deckle 

Controller. 

 

• Medicals : Gas Cryptography, X rays controller, Bone Density Scale   etc. 

 

• Spacecraft Automobile and Defense Equipment. 

III. ETHERNET/IP  

• There are many standard industrial communication protocols with their own features applied in 

diversification industrial automation applications. In computer world every thing is very easy.  Recently the 

development of Ethernet technique grows up very fast and makes it very popular in industrial control 

system. Standard Ethernet might seem a perfect solution for industrial network communications because it 

is an open, proven, cost-effective, world-wide standard that's easy to implement and use.  

 

• In the Office, a Ethernet cable connect office PCs, printers and servers in local area network. This cable is 

only the physical part of Ethernet, the media carrying Ethernet messages to the PCs. On this wire is a whole 

series of communication protocols such as IP, the Internet Protocol; TCP, the Transport Control Protocol; 

and various Microsoft protocols such as NetBEUI works to make communication fast, effective, efficient 

and reliable. Ethernet/IP uses all the traditional Ethernet hardware and software to define an application 

layer protocol that structures the task of configuring, accessing and controlling industrial automation 

devices. 

 

• It is the application layer protocol and four independent groups joined their hand for structuring 

Ethernet/IP. The Open DeviceNet Vendor Association (ODVA), the Industrial Open Ethernet Association 

(IOANA), Control Net International (CI) and the Industrial Ethernet Association (IEA) developed and 

promoted Ethernet/IP for the use in Industrial Automation.  
 

Ethernet/IP classifies Ethernet nodes as predefined device types with specific defined behaviors. The set of device 

types and the Ethernet/IP application layer protocol is based on the Control and Information Protocol (CIP) layer 

used in both DeviceNet and ControlNet., The CIP allows EtherNet/IP and DeviceNet system integrators and users to 

apply the same objects and profiles for plug-and-play interoperability among devices from multiple vendors and in 

multiple sub-nets. Combined, DeviceNet, ControlNet and EtherNet/IP promote transparency from sensors to the 

enterprise software. 
 

It supports 100 to 1000 megabit per second data rates which are orders of magnitude more bandwidth than most 

existing industrial field buses. Ethernet is a leading solution covering 85% of local  networks in the world. It is fast, 

easy to extend, it is an open standard developed since early 1970s. When buying just a normal computer, nobody 

even suggests solution other than Ethernet, the question is only if it should be 100Mbit, 1Gbit or wireless. Because it 
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is so popular, there is great support for it, there is a great number of specialist in this field and controllers and 

number of chips supporting. 
 

However, many different protocols used in the industrial control network make the system performance inefficiency 

and handicap the application flexibility of field bus devices. Based on the open-architecture of Ethernet embedded 

controller, the information exchanges of the different fieldbus devices can be easily designed into an embedded 

controller, which can help the control engineer to achieve the objective of automation devices with multi-function 

and flexibility in the applications.  

 

Ethernet is growing, while they become more and more cheap. This would suggest that industrial world is quite the 

same. It seems that it is not very hard to think about universal solution that anybody could use. When it comes to 

build a factory or prepare a plan for building automation or even exchange old installation with a new one, we find 

great number of available solutions. Everyone is perfect: reliable, fast, with great support. Still we have to choose 

between more than ten names: Profibus, Arcnet, BACNet, CAN, Interbus, LON, Modbus, P-NET, DeviceNET, 

Foundation Fieldbus, ControlNET, Ethernet/IP, BitBUS. There are many more protocols. From several years they 

share the market and it seems that universal solution is simply not possible. 
 

Ethernet/IP is a protocol developed managed by the Open Device Vendors Association (ODVA) that extends the 

Communication and Information Protocol (CIP) to Ethernet. Ethernet/IP defines Ethernet usage that can use any 

media and topology and is very fast. EtherNet/IP provides users with the network tools to deploy standard Ethernet 

technology for manufacturing applications while enabling Internet and enterprise connectivity…data anytime, 

anywhere. EtherNet/IP extends commercial off-the-shelf Ethernet to the Common Industrial Protocol (CIP)  the 

same upper-layer protocol and object model found in DeviceNet and ControlNet. CIP allows EtherNet/IP and 

DeviceNet system integrators and users to apply the same objects and profiles for plug-and-play interoperability 

among devices from multiple vendors and in multiple sub-nets.  It is an already well established Industrial Ethernet 

communication system with good Real-Time capabilities. Ethernet/IP is an application layer protocol that uses TCP 

for general messages and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) for I/O messaging and control. UDP is a multicast 

protocol that routes packets from the controller to multiple destinations. Although this is an efficient communication 

method for one controller to broadcast data to multiple receivers, it can create broadcast storms that consume 

network bandwidth. 
 

IV. NECESSITATE OF ETHERNET/IP 

 
4.1  The migration to Ethernet in manufacturing environments has been growing steadily as companies recognize the 

many benefits that Industrial Ethernet can deliver. According to an ARC Advisory Group study, the market for 

Industrial Ethernet devices grew at more than a 50 percent annual rate from 2001 to 2003.  

 

4.2 To grasp the need for uniting Ethernet with a common application layer, a basic understanding of the Open 

Systems Interconnection (OSI) seven-layer model is necessary.  

 

4.3 By using standard Ethernet, automation systems from different manufacturers can be interconnected throughout 

a process plant. Industrial Ethernet takes advantage of the relatively larger marketplace for computer 

interconnections using Ethernet to reduce cost and improve performance of communications between industrial 

controllers.  

 

V.  HORIZONS OF ETHERNET/IP WHICH TOUCHES  INDUSTRIAL PROTOCOLS      

 

5.1 Organizations and devices can continue using their traditional tools and applications running over a much more 

efficient networking infrastructure.  

 

5.2 Industrial Ethernet not only gives manufacturing devices a much faster way to communicate, but also gives the 

users better connectivity and transparency, enabling users to connect to the devices they want without requiring 

separate gateways.  
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5.3 An Industrial Ethernet network may transmit different types of traffic, from routine data to critical control 

information, or even bandwidth-intensive video or voice.  

 

5.4 EtherNet/IP products are accessible for  years because it is supported by standard Ethernet/TCP/IP and the 

Control and Information Protocol (CIP).  

 

5.5 EtherNet/IP utilizes both standard Ethernet and TCP/IP technologies and an open application layer protocol 

called the Control and Information Protocol (CIP).   

 

5.6 Because ControlNet, DeviceNet and EtherNet/IP use a common application layer protocol, they also share an 

object library and device profiles. These allow for plug-and-play connectivity. This means that users can connect to 

complex devices like drives, robot controllers, bar code readers, and weigh scales without any difficulty and costly 

software.  

 

5.7 The diagnostic is easy. 

5.8 It supports non-industrial and industrial communications on a common network infrastructure. 

5.9 User can have both computer networking generated message like email and Internet etc. and automation 

message like pressure in turbine, fuel rate in boiler feeder. 

5.10 Because of  the rapid adoption of ControlNet, DeviceNet and Ethernet IP, nearly 400 vendors from across the 

globe have already developed more than 500 interoperable products for any of the three networks. This is important 

if only to illustrate that support for EtherNet/IP is unparalleled and will only continue to grow.  

VI.  COMMON INDUSTRIAL PROTOCOL (CIP)  

CIP is communication protocols to transferring data between two devices. This protocols treats every network 

device as a series of objects whereas each object is meant to regroup related data values in the device. Every CIP 

device includes three required objects i.e. Identity object,  Message routing object and Network object. 

 

• Identity objects includes vendor ID,date of manufacturing and a device serial number. 

• Message router objects routes explicit request from object to object in a device 

• Network object contains physical connection for the device. It is having Ethernet port and MAC ID for 

device, therefore allowing to configure IP address for a network device in the network. 

• The CIP provides a wide range of standard objects and services for access to data and for control of  network 

devices via so-called "implicit" and "explicit" messages. The CIP data packets are encapsulated before they are 

sent with standard TCP or UDP telegrams on the Ethernet. 

 

• Configuration with EDS-Files :The Ethernet/IP Master Scanner is configured first with a special configuration 

tool such as Rockwell's RSNetWorx in order to setup EtherNet/IP network. The configuration process is based 

on electronic device data sheets (EDS-Files) which are required for each Ethernet/IP device. EDS-Files are 

provided by the device manufacturers and contain electronic descriptions all relevant communication parameter 

and objects of the Ethernet/IP device.  

 

ETHERNET/IP TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Network 

Type:    

Ethernet based Control Level network with CIP application 

protocol  

Topology:   Very flexible with Star, Tree and line topologies 

Switched Ethernet preferred for good Real-Time behavior  

Installation:    - Standard Off the Shelf (COTS) Ethernet cables and connectors 

- Shielded 10/100 Mbit/s TX Ethernet cable or Fibre Optics 
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- RJ45, M12 or Fibre Optic connectors  

Speed :    10, 100, 1000 Mbit/s 

Max. Stations 

:    

nearly unlimited  

Data:    cyclic and acyclic process and parameter data 

up to 1.500 Byte per telegram frame  

Network 

Features :    

Advanced Ethernet based communication system using standard 

Ethernet-TCP/IP and UDP protocols in Layer 1-4 and the CIP 

protocol in Layer 7. Transparent coupling with DeviceNet and 

ControlNet.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

The reasons behind the success of Industrial Ethernet are clear. Ethernet is quickly becoming a well know and 

used technology on the factory floor. It offers cost, data volume, and transmission speed improvements over it’s 

field bus predecessors in industrial applications. Industrial Ethernet is able to effectively deal with harsh 

environments, data collisions, factory noise, and factory process needs. The technology lets manufacturers 

standardize and consolidate their different manufacturing network architectures, using products offered by a 

variety of equipment vendors. Because Industrial Ethernet is a standards-based technology, it enables 

companies to take advantage of economies of scale, while still providing the flexibility needed to support their 

specific factory-floor requirements. Because Industrial Ethernet uses the intelligent networking features found 

in corporate data Ethernet environments, organizations can enjoy substantially greater control over their 

networked manufacturing equipment. 
 

7.1 A well-implemented Industrial Ethernet network can do much more than simply emulate the functions of a 

traditional manufacturing network. It enables companies to more closely link their internal data networks with 

the factory floor to make the entire company’s operations more efficient. And by enabling manufacturers to tap 

the innovation underway that supports the millions of existing Ethernet networks, it can make possible a wide 

range of new applications to support business needs well into the future. 

 

7.2 It's still Ethernet, just Ethernet designed to fulfill unique industrial needs.  
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